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Introduction
1. What do teachers and pupils do in the 
classroom?
2. How do teachers manage their classes?
3. What do pupils learn?
4. What is a school day like from a pupil’s 
point of view?
5. What happens to particularly able 
pupils?
6. How are classroom decisions made?
7. What happens when pupils disrupt les-
sons?
8. How can I improve my own teaching?
9. Is there continuity and coherence in the 
curriculum?
10. Do teachers in one school have similar 
or different practices?
11. Do teachers and children perceive the 
same events?
12. How is pupils’ work monitored and as-
sessed?
13. What happens when children work in 
small groups?






STS goes to school: Spatial 
imaginaries of technology, 
knowledge and presence


























Artefacts (a. o.) are not actors but participants of 
social processes. Suggesting this notion does not 
point to a set of situated participants as in Symbolic 
Interactionism nor the partakers in a democratic 
process (participation) as in political theory1, but 
to all entities that are involved in accomplishing 
practices in a way that is specific for them. The talk 
of participants lies ‘on the linguistic level’ of the 
talk of doing culture. Notably, the English doing 
is grammatically a present participle. It belongs 
to the so-called infinite verb forms that contrary 
to the finite forms are undefined in person and 
numbers. The actor is unimportant for the infinite 
verbs: Something does the ‘smoking’ – whether it 
is human, Colt, chimney or volcano.
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Representational knowledge in the classroom
-
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Children paying attention to the emerging letters
on the blackboard. Large circle: teacher;
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level of practicalities -
-
effects 
Procedural: This term has its origin in procedo,
the act of walking, or rather moving forwards, 
step by step. This also means to advance among 
the particularity of sites and conditions. Can one 
define a way of thinking based on such a model? Is 
it not precisely what proper philosophy denounces 
as empiricism? Not even that, for at the end of 
the journey, empiricism intends to rejoin the 
universal it did not posit at the beginning. We are 
dealing here with something quite different – that 
is, taking seriously the particularities of the sites, 
the unpredictability of circumstances, the uneven 
patterns of the landscape and the hazardous 
nature of becoming. In short, again: how to think 
the local? Which means: is there a science of the 
particular?
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